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Tanks gg 60tp

In this Instructables I will show how to build a simple and effective platform for any Robot project or Remote Control project. This Tank platform is great base for any robot design as it goes over rough terrain with ease. The other great plus with this design can carry a lot of weight for the size. So there are endless
possibles with this design. The engine this platform uses can be control in some way. I use a cheap RC car to control the engines. The gearbox and engine combo can deliver various gear ratio settings to suite your application. The gear ratio I use is 114.7:1 @ 4.5V. This ratio works well with the remote control that I use.
I have try other conditions but this over heat transistors on the RC board. This Tank platform uses two engines so it uses skid control to turn. So you need at least need a two channel RC car to do this project but most RC car has at least two channels anyway. I will show both the new and old designs. The old design will
be called mk1 and the new design Mk2.I got all the parts for this platform from Jaycar ElectronicsJaycar Electronics. The RC car I got from a local market for a few dollars. PARTS LIST 1. Dual Engine Independent 4 Speed Gearbox/Axle Mount Tamiya POINT 70097 Jaycar Cat No. YG2741 $22.95 2. Tamiya Track
&amp; Wheel Set (You need two if you want to build Mk2) Jaycar Cat no. YG2867 $16.95 3. 2 X Tamiya Universal Plate Set Jaycar Cat No. YG2865 $8.95 4. M3 stand off posts 25mm Jaycar Cat no. HP0907 $5.95 5. M3 Bolts Jaycar Cat No. HP0400 $2.50 6. M3 nuts Jaycar Cat no. HP0425 $2.95 7. Cable ties Jaycar
Cat no. HP1200 $1.85 8. 3 of 1 AA battery holder Jaycar Cat No. PH9203 $0.95 9. RC car someone will do mine cost me $20 10. Turn Jaycar Cat on/off no. ST0300 $2.95 All prices in AUS$ TOOLS 1. Philips Screw Driver 2. Side cutter 3. Pliers 4. Soldering Iron 5. KnifeI got this cheap RC car from the local market. I
pull apart to find a nice layout of components on the board. Clearly also highlight so this will be a great help when wiring it to the engines and battery pack. The scorecard has two wires that go from the steering motor and to the drive motor. These may solder on the new engine of our gearbox. I put the left and right
signals on the right engine; forward and backward on the left engine. When you turn on the table, you can find that the engine is going the wrong way only to switch around the two wires going to the engine. There are other ways to drive and run these two engine but this an easy and fun way to do it. Now we have the
board removed from our RC car that I got from the markets. We need to connect it to our new gearbox and engines that will power the tracks. The RC boards are a two-channel receiver. So the steering motor that went to the steering of the car will go to the left engine of our new gearbox. The engine that sent the car
back and forth will go our right engine on our new gearbox. The first step in this project is to build the gearbox and engine assembly. I'm delivering a photo photo gearbox came with it. The gear ratio that I use is 114.7:1 @ 4.5 volts. As long as you follow the step list below in the picture, you will be fine. I recommend that
when using this gearbox for a long time or over sand or dirty terrain that uses some machine oil to re-lubricant the gearbox. As the tool is expose to the elements. Manufacturing the base plate, all I did is notch out the base using a couple of side cutters. This is where the engine and gearbox sit. Then attach the gearbox
and engine to the platform using the screws that the kit supplies. I bought two Tamiya Universal Plate Sets. So i have enough screw and other piece and piece to build this new design Mk 2. I also needed two wheels and tracks that to build mk 2.Mk2 is a bit more complex. You need four right angle flanges. The two of
these are cut down so we can fit an extra pair of road wheels. Then I screw them to the base, then the idle wheel flange get the screw to the base as well. I use the extra wheels in the second kit to make enough wheels for this new design. I use four pairs of road wheels. The idling wheel is the same size as the rear
wheel and road wheel. Now that makes both plat shape. Then insert four rods into the right angle flange. Then install three of the larger road wheels. Then repeat for the idle wheel, which uses the same size wheel as the road wheel. The sprocket is then placed on the engine output shaft. Mk1is simple in the design it
only uses three road wheels. The road wheels being fitted are different from the Mk 1. You just need a Tamiya Universal Plate Set. As you only need three pairs of road wheels. You screw the right angle flange to the platform. This will screw the front idling wheel attached to the platform. Then insert four rods into the
right angle flange. Then install three of the larger road wheels. Then repeat for the idle wheel, which uses the largest wheel in the set. The sprocket is then placed on the engine output shaft. Let's get in the groove. This process is trial an error until I was happy with the excitement of the tracks you want some play so they
don't fall off when you hit and go over obstacles. I've shown in the first image what length track you need for the Mk1 then in the second image what tracks you need for the Mk2.All you do is place the tabs inside the hole on the next track. Then you repeat until made the full length of the track. Then place tracks over the
idle wheel and the chain wheel. Then you pull tracks around the road wheels. Then make sure the course has enough games in them. Installing them is easy. I'll place the tracks over the drive and the idling wheel. Then grab the bottom of the track and pull under the road wheels. After I installed both set of tracks. I'm just
checking the tension in the tracks. As shown below this track has passports. You can move the engine and gearbox forward or backward to increase or decrease the tension on the tracks. I use three single AA battery packs to give me for the control card. Everything I do does just cable tie them down to the platform.
Then trim the excess on the bottom of the platform. The you thread the three AA battery packs together in series and install one on/off on the positive side that goes to the scorecard. Then check with any fresh battery that you have 4.5volt coming out of the battery pack using a voltmeter. I had to put a stop to the new
control board being bigger than I thought. So these batteries are on the roof of the tank platform. Then the whole roof part get screw on this stand off. Driving this tank take some skill. As it uses cord control to turn if you want to make a right stick let go left motor control switch. When want to make a left hand let go the
right engine control switch. As you move forward, you need to push both control switches forward. But after a while you get use to run this Tank. Here a couple of pictures of the tank out and about. Thanks for looking at my instructable. Hollywood's cheapest commodity is story pitch. Some are pearls. Most of them are
stinkers. Our to NBC Tonight Show host Jay Leno was somewhere in between. The story begins in Leno's garage in Burbank, California. He is a fellow with a taste for gonzo vehicles and a job that allows him to eat big. Maybe you've heard about the motorcycle with the helicopter turbine engine? How about the Rolls-
Royce Phantom filled with a 27-liter Merlin V-12 from a World War II Spitfire? Not so long ago, while inspecting these and other oddballs in the three-building collection where the motto is More Money than Brains, we were introduced to Tankrod. It's a 21-foot aluminum-bodied roadster on the shaved Goodyear garbage
truck tire with two cozy seats located behind what appears to be a small oil refinery. It looked dangerous and expensive, devastation with headlights. At once, we knew we had to tell you about it. To do that, we had to drive it. To do that, we had to develop a story pitch. Some investigations revealed that the car is not the
work of Jesse James, Boyd Coddington, or even ExxonMobil, but a Randy Grubb, a glass artist from Grants Pass, Oregon. Grubb informed his wife one day in 2001 that he took exactly one year off from making $10,000 antique-style French paper presses to realize a vision formed in the head around a 2,000-pound
Continental AV-1790-5B. It's an engine, especially an aluminum air-cooled 1792-cubic-inch V-12 makes 810 horsepower and 1,590 pound-feet of torque. Don't bells ring? Uncle Sam ordered up thousands of this mother of all engines for the 51-ton M-47 Patton tank, the country's first line of defense against communists,
foreigners, Blob, all that threatened America in the 50s. Powered by gasoline in the beginning, the engines were quickly converted into diesel when gasoline proved sensitive in the presence of exploding ammunition. Inspired by a buddy's hot rod and its 1,000-cubic-inch fire engine, Grubb lies a stash of gasoline AV-
1790s on the Oregon coast. He named the project Blastolene Lavish words just sounded cool—while cobbling it together in his garage with scrapyard truck parts and a Greyhound bus transfer. Grubb says: I knew from the beginning that I would eventually sell the car to Jay Leno. Fortunately, I have enough of Jay's
money to build another car and continue not to make glass. Grubb figures he made $25 per hour for 5,000 hours of work. You do the math. His wife really did. Thus, we have a tank-driven car conceived by a glass artist and owned by a celebrity with a world famous chin. This had the creation of a high concept at least as
good as Gigli. All we needed for a solid draw was some gunplay and explosions. That's when we called the army. Capt. Danilo Gannod answered the phone at the Office of Public Affairs at the U.S. Army's National Training Center in Fort Irwin near Barstow, California. Gannod was the first to hear the story plan with a big
star, a tank-powered car, a tank-powered M1A1, and a dramatic race between the two. He laughed and then asked: Really? Fort Irwin is the Top Gun school for tanks. During the 28-day rotations, U.S. armored units battle mock battles against a resident unit of experts on a 768,000-acre playing field watched over and
managed by a giant supercomputer. The motto at Fort Irwin is Death Before Dismantling Temperatures can cook as high as 130 and plunge below freezing at night. The swirling dustcakes on the tongue and drying up spit. Sometimes, large migrations of tarantulas turn the desert floor into a trembling gray carpet. If the
visiting soldiers are lucky, they quickly die in a hail of simulated depleted uranium. With the Army set to give some M1A1s—the only real hitch was that idea required a study of the impact on desert turtles—we called Leno in his Burbank office and made the big plan. So I'm competing a tank? he asked. Yes. And where is
it, again? Barstow. How far away is it? Not too far. While waiting for Leno and his crew to make the three-hour drive from Burbank, we take a ride in the M1A1, standing up from the hatch, waist-deep in 67.7 tons of steel and Kevlar-composite armor-24 inches at its thickest. After signing enlistment papers, incoming Army
recruits are being ushered into a room to watch videos about the service's career trail. Of all that to do, the armor video shows an M1 jumping berms, mowing down trees, flushing bad dudes with hellfire, and generally kicking ass. The other videos show GI's nostril deep in muck and wiring up circuit boards. It's the video
that gets you, Spec said. Tyler Thompson, a loader in a tank named Hail Mary spray-painted on barrel. Everybody gets it. To drive an M1, slide into the narrow cockpit just ahead of the tower. The seat is almost horizontal, like sitting in a 68-ton Lamborghini. The controls seem raw: some pedals, a few gears and steering
wheel, and a two-handled steering caliper with a motorcycle-style throttle. Everything is bare metal and exposed bolt heads. The tower is not more luxurious, more luxurious, The commander sits almost on top of the shooter just to the right of the main gun breech. The loader gets a small chair and most space but has to
watch out for cooling cannon. Stand in the wrong place, and the term slim solid takes on new meaning. A tank pretty much goes wherever you point it, the suspension absorbs ditches, boulders, buildings, almost anything with just a gentle swing and with surprising stealth. The engine's whining and chukka-chukka of
rubber-padded tracks blows away in the wind. It is easy to understand why dictators are gathering tanks. We were warned not to expect record speeds from Fort Irwin's high mileage training units. The newer, faster M1A2s are working coal face in places like Korea and Iraq. Still, the crew of the Hail Mary, under the
command of Sgt. 1st Class Victor Bridges, gamely developed a launch technique: Stomp the brakes, select run at four-speed Allison automatic, switch the Lycoming-Textron twin-compressor turbine from its usual 950-rpm idle to its 1,500-rpm tactical idle, and turn while releasing the brakes. Do it right, and Abrams rocks
back onto the hull and lunges, at least to 10 mph, which zings off in 1.4 seconds. The 20-mph mark passes in 6.4 seconds, then seismic sensors in L.A. begin to twitch. Acceleration slows sharply at 30 mph (15.5 seconds), and the quarter mile didn't hit until 32.1 seconds at 38.8 mph. At that speed, it would take about
nine hours to drive from Kuwait City to Baghdad, maybe more if someone shoots at you. Under a blessed overcast sky, death before disassembling shake hands with more money than brains. Leno meets maybe 500 new people every day, and he's a pro, running from group to group and saying, How're ya? Image?
Particular! There is no stopping him; In 20 minutes, he's made friends with half the U.S. Army. Eventually, the M1 and Tankrod line up, the idea of dirt, the car on a quarter-mile stretch of broken pavement. We figured that a 17-second lead for the M1A1 would create a photo finish based on some preliminary runs with
Tankrod. They showed Leno's rod hitting 60 mph in 6.2 seconds and a quarter-mile trap in 14.7 seconds at 93 mph. That would be close. Or maybe it wouldn't. I got tired of my friends saying, 'Why don't you get a hot rod?' says Leno, when we show up at his garage a few days later, separated from the race, to run
Tankrod. Turn two large arms on the dashboard to shoot up the double magnetos in the nose, then beat the appetizer. Exhaust concussion is huge, thunderous, like a locomotive running Flowmasters. Oddly enough for a 21-foot car, there's little legroom. The round rubber knobs that are the throttle and brake pedals are
worked with separate feet because there is no room to mix around under the steering column. Passengers regularly encounter elbows, and there is no glove compartment or luggage compartment, even if there is a coin holder. Wherever Leno drives Tankrod, he is the star of Comic book. As we roar down the driveway,
he screams, now we-two crimes are fighting away to save the city! The cooling fans are waving a 180-degree furnace explosion in our faces, and the V-12 strikes back at every elevator like Wyatt Earp unloading his six cannons. The 8900-pound car pulls up an on-ramp that, well, like a tank. Floor accelerator speeds up
deafness but won't get the engine to rev any faster. The sumo-sized pistons and connecting rods simply won't be rushed. Continental likes 1500 rpm, will reluctantly rise to 2800 rpm, and that's it. Let the transmission change its gears to move faster. From lock to lock there are 11 laps in the steering, so each ride starts a
few car lengths in advance. Threading through traffic takes nerve; although the ride is relatively calm, the large frame can buck a few feet in both directions over a bump. People accustomed to driving a school bus from the back seat will feel right at home. Tankrod was not always so nice or reliable. On one of Leno's first
trips after buying the car, a loosely secured oil line blew off. The engine disgorged the entire oil sump on the highway. All 17 liters. The 300-pound crankshaft seized fixed. Wrecker driver took a glance at the car and drove on. Another engine was secured, and Leno's crew spent seven weeks rebuilding the car and
improving its electrical system, brakes and suspension. Later, Leno replaced the overwhelmed bus transfer with a six-speed Allison automatic. Instead of 2 or 3 mpg, tankrod's mileage soared to about 5. You know, Leno says, it's Southern California. You want to do what you can for the environment and everything . . .—
he sees a gas station—Hey, let's throw in a quick hundred. Climb out, we both step gently so that we condense a limb on the exhaust pipe. Back in Barstow, the army urges the entire group to shoot off a few rounds. The 120mm computer-controlled cannon can track targets while the tank is in motion and calculates
tracks based on all possible variables: wind speed, barometric pressure, the current state jackpot lotto. Simply aim the red crosshairs in the shooter's digital video sight between your enemy's toes and FOOOM! the armor-piercing sabot-a 10-pound finned rod of ultra-hard depleted uranium that moves at 5480 feet per
second—won't scratch the fungus. However, it will punch a baseball-sized hole through a stack of manhole covers, so you don't want to just wave around. Race? The tank was stowed when Leno blazed an unofficial, hand-timed 12.99-second quarter mile. It wouldn't be a Hollywood pitch without a predictable one. This
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